Section
Introduction

Example Video Plan – Used for the creation of Interactive Videos
Video
Audio
Interactivity
Video zooming in on the
college. (take from APL
video)

After learning outcomes
have appeared on screen
the following the talking
head expert appears.

H5P text box appears on
screen for 3 seconds
after Myerscough
College and title of
resource.
The learning outcome
for this resource are to:
1. Preparing for
maintenance.

Talking head expert in a
workshop with
equipment on table.

Preparation of
maintaining the
saw

Talking head expert in
workshop.
Maintenance
equipment on work top
with maintenance
manual.
Expert has required PPE
and clean saw.

Expert says:
Hello my name is (Expert’s
name). In this resource we
are looking at the
maintenance of a hand
help piece of equipment.

Expert stands next to the
worktop.
“In this first section we will
look at how to prepare for
the maintenance of the
saw”.

The interviewer asks the
expert….’Why is it
important to prepare the
machine ready for
maintenance.

Video shot of expert
discussing safety
precautions, tool
requirements.
Video of expert looking
through manual.

The expert answers as a
talking head to camera
with something like… ‘it is
important to prepare the
machine so you have all
the correct equipment and
that the machine is safe for
maintenance. It is also
important that you have
the maintenance manual
so that you can maintain
the machine correctly.

2. Carry out prestart checks to
cut off saw.

Interactivity follows
video sequence

Carry out prestart checks and
adjustments to
tractor

Talking head expert in a
workshop.
Machine on worktop
with equipment.
Expert has a clean saw
and is wearing any
appropriate PPE.

Expert stands next to the
work top.
In this first section we will
look at basic pre-start
safety checks and routine
maintenance.

The interviewer asks the
expert….’Why is it
important to complete prestart checks before using
the saw?’
The expert answers as a
talking head to camera.

Video close up of the
machine with the expert
checking.
 Fuel
 Air filter
 Pull chord
 V belt
 Blade
 Guards
 Spark plug

The interviewer asks the
expert…’Talk me through
the process of pre-start
checks for this saw?’
The expert then
demonstrates the basic
pre-start safety checks,
routine maintenance
checks and talking through
each step about what they
are checking.

The interviewer then asks
the expert. ‘What should a
trainee do if the pre-start
checks have revealed a
problem?

Maintenance log and
report to supervisor

The expert answers as a
talking head to camera
with something like… ‘If
you find a problem when
completing the pre-start
checks you should………
This is because, reason 1
and reason 2.

Interactivity follows
video sequence

